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Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. Ondrej Krivanek, Kizzmekia Corbett, and Jason McLellan
14. WFH means you are this (abbr.)
15. Stone-, silver-, Tupper-, etc. (pl.)
16. Tight-lipped
17. Short Course day
19. Asks you to first “turn it off then turn it back on” (abbr.)
20. Exercise location
21. Rumors say this rots your brain (abbr.)
22. Inferior imitation
25. Fury
27. Was mistaken
29. Boss (abbr.)
30. Virtual presentation medium
32. Comprehend writing
34. Greek architectural style
35. Nervous system disease (abbr.)
36. Follower of “ooh” when watching fireworks
38. Plural cadence
40. Variant of suffix “-y”
45. Seventh Greek letter
46. Avoid saying this in your presentation
47. A microscope’s primary function
49. State or city (abbr.)
50. Theme of the 72 Across series (abbr.)
51. ___ lightly (proceed carefully)
55. Two-day trip
58. Last day of M&M 2021
61. Streaming platform
62. Small ice island
63. Name acronym
67. Preceding 58 Across
69. Meeting month
70. Information-limiting opening
72. New M&M panel series begun 2020
73. Reason for virtual meeting

Down
1. Highly visual presentation type
2. Mona Lisa’s home
3. A billion years
4. Given for an exceptional M&M paper
5. Manta ___, flat fish (pl.)
6. 2021, for example (abbr.)
7. Audience position
8. Note after the main note (abbr.)
9. Task
10. Acid dissociation constant (abbr.)
11. Pranked
12. Modern Star Wars heroine
13. Conference presentation groupings (pl.)
18. Owner proof
23. DC counterpart (abbr.)
24. New source of fatigue
26. Wild, arborio, or sushi, for example
28. Train transport
31. Void
33. Citrus cocktail shortened
36. Repeat
37. Chinese dynasty
39. XY donors (pl.)
40. Provided by some vendors at M&M
41. Scanning or transmission (abbr.)
42. Professorship status
43. Crypto currency, shortened
44. Nature’s microscope
48. Class type in shipping (abbr.)
50. Preliminary drawing
52. Be able to buy
53. Add solvent
54. Hydroxide (abbr.)
56. Location
57. Semi-solid
59. Technologists’ ___ symposium at M&M
60. Monetary subunit of the Georgian lari
64. Prefix meaning same or equal
65. Night scope maker
66. Tree fluid
67. Marshland
68. Higher Education Commission (abbr.)
71. Planned meeting site state (abbr.)

Answers to the crossword puzzle can be found on page 69.